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QUESTION 1

Bob, a threat analyst, works in an organization named TechTop. He was asked to collect intelligence to fulfil the needs
and requirements of the Red Tam present within the organization. Which of the following are the needs of a RedTeam? 

A. Intelligence related to increased attacks targeting a particular software or operating system vulnerability 

B. Intelligence on latest vulnerabilities, threat actors, and their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) 

C. Intelligence extracted latest attacks analysis on similar organizations, which includes details about latest threats and
TTPs 

D. Intelligence that reveals risks related to various strategic business decisions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An analyst wants to disseminate the information effectively so that the consumers can acquire and benefit out of the
intelligence. 

Which of the following criteria must an analyst consider in order to make the intelligence concise, to the point, accurate,
and easily understandable and must consist of a right balance between tables, narrative, numbers, graphics, and
multimedia? 

A. The right time 

B. The right presentation 

C. The right order 

D. The right content 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the correct sequence of steps involved in scheduling a threat intelligence program? 

1.

 Review the project charter 

2.

 Identify all deliverables 

3.
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 Identify the sequence of activities 

4.

 Identify task dependencies 

5.

 Develop the final schedule 

6.

 Estimate duration of each activity 

7.

 Identify and estimate resources for all activities 

8.

 Define all activities 

9.

 Build a work breakdown structure (WBS) 

A. 1-->9-->2-->8-->3-->7-->4-->6-->5 

B. 3-->4-->5-->2-->1-->9-->8-->7-->6 

C. 1-->2-->3-->4-->5-->6-->9-->8-->7 

D. 1-->2-->3-->4-->5-->6-->7-->8-->9 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

HandP, Inc. is a small-scale organization that has decided to outsource the network security monitoring due to lack of
resources in the organization. They are looking for the options where they can directly incorporate threat intelligence
into their existing network defense solutions. 

Which of the following is the most cost-effective methods the organization can employ? 

A. Recruit the right talent 

B. Look for an individual within the organization 

C. Recruit data management solution provider 

D. Recruit managed security service providers (MSSP) 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

Which of the following types of threat attribution deals with the identification of the specific person, society, or a country
sponsoring a well-planned and executed intrusion or attack over its target? 

A. Nation-state attribution 

B. True attribution 

C. Campaign attribution 

D. Intrusion-set attribution 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Henry. a threat intelligence analyst at ABC Inc., is working on a threat intelligence program. He was assigned to work on
establishing criteria for prioritization of intelligence needs and requirements. Which of the following considerations must
be employed by Henry to prioritize intelligence requirements? 

A. Understand frequency and impact of a threat 

B. Understand data reliability 

C. Develop a collection plan 

D. Produce actionable data 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

John, a professional hacker, is trying to perform APT attack on the target organization network. He gains access to a
single system of a target organization and tries to obtain administrative login credentials to gain further access to the
systems in the network using various techniques. 

What phase of the advanced persistent threat lifecycle is John currently in? 

A. Initial intrusion 

B. Search and exfiltration 

C. Expansion 

D. Persistence 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 8

SecurityTech Inc. is developing a TI plan where it can drive more advantages in less funds. In the process of selecting a
TI platform, it wants to incorporate a feature that ranks elements such as intelligence sources, threat actors, attacks,
and digital assets of the organization, so that it can put in more funds toward the resources which are critical for the
organization\\'s security. 

Which of the following key features should SecurityTech Inc. consider in their TI plan for selecting the TI platform? 

A. Search 

B. Open 

C. Workflow 

D. Scoring 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Steve works as an analyst in a UK-based firm. He was asked to perform network monitoring to find any evidence of
compromise. During the network monitoring, he came to know that there are multiple logins from different locations in a
short time span. Moreover, he also observed certain irregular log in patterns from locations where the organization does
not have business relations. This resembles that somebody is trying to steal confidential information. 

Which of the following key indicators of compromise does this scenario present? 

A. Unusual outbound network traffic 

B. Unexpected patching of systems 

C. Unusual activity through privileged user account 

D. Geographical anomalies 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Kim, an analyst, is looking for an intelligence-sharing platform to gather and share threat information from a variety of
sources. He wants to use this information to develop security policies to enhance the overall security posture of his
organization. 

Which of the following sharing platforms should be used by Kim? 

A. Cuckoo sandbox 

B. OmniPeek 

C. PortDroid network analysis 

D. Blueliv threat exchange network 
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Correct Answer: D 
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